Dear UCI Dancers,

Happy Week 6, and congratulations to all the choreographers and dancers in Physical Graffiti 2021! You all did an amazing job! Your Dance-related news is below, including CSAC’s May newsletter, and an invitation to the next Guest Artist Speaker Series in Global Perspectives and Artistic Practice, with Bruce Brubaker, on Tuesday, 5/11/21.

WEEK 6 NEWS

CSAC Monthly Newsletter

For a new summer intensive list and a chicken tortilla soup recipe guaranteed to get you through the busy school weeks, check out CSAC’s May Newsletter!

Guest Artist Speaker Series: Global Perspectives and Artistic Practice - Bruce Brubaker

In conversation with UCI Professor Mari Kimura
Tuesday, May 11, 2021
10:00-11:20 a.m. PST

Free and open to the public
Link: https://www.arts.uci.edu/event/guest-speaker-bruce-brubaker

With more than 150 million streams on Spotify, Bruce Brubaker reaches a large and diverse audience. According to Pitchfork: "Bruce Brubaker is one of the most exciting pianists in the contemporary American classical scene." Brubaker has performed with Meredith Monk, Nico Muhly, and John Cage. Brubaker is featured on Nico Muhly's album Drones and Meredith Monk's album Piano Songs. Dance music and electronica artists, including Plaid, Donato Dozzy, Francesco Tristano, Max Cooper, Olga Bell, Akufen, and Arandel have remixed Brubaker tracks.

Thank you,

Molly Lynch, Chair
Dance Department
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